Composite materials comprised of ferroelectric nanoparticles in a dielectric matrix are being actively investigated for a variety of functional properties attractive for a wide range of novel electronic and energy harvesting devices. However, the dependence of these functionalities on shapes, sizes, orientation and mutual arrangement of ferroelectric particles is currently not fully understood. In this study, we utilize a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau approach combined with coupled-physics finite-element-method based simulations to elucidate the behavior of polarization in isolated spherical PbTiO3 or BaTiO3 nanoparticles embedded in a dielectric medium, including air. The equilibrium polarization topology is strongly affected by particle diameter, as well as the choice of inclusion and matrix materials, with monodomain, vortex-like and multidomain patterns emerging for various combinations of size and materials parameters. This leads to radically different polarization vs electric field responses, resulting in highly tunable size-dependent dielectric properties that should be possible to observe experimentally. Our calculations show that there is a critical particle size below which ferroelectricity vanishes. For the PbTiO3 particle, this size is 2 and 3.4 nm, respectively, for high-and low-permittivity media. For the BaTiO3 particle, it is ∼3.6 nm regardless of the medium dielectric strength.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the end of Moore's law in sight for siliconbased device technology, new paradigms utilizing alternative material families are being probed with increasing intensity. Ferroelectric (FE) materials constitute one such family that is highly attractive for a broad range of next-generation technological applications. FE materials are already used in non-volatile random access memories [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and are now being investigated more broadly as possible components in a variety of new electronic devices, as well as for energy-storage and batteryrelated technologies. [6] [7] [8] A particularly versatile approach for infusing all of these applications with FE functionalities involves creation of composites consisting of small FE particles dis-persed within a dielectric matrix, that may be, e.g., of polymeric, [6, 8, 9] ferromagnetic, [10] or oxide origin. [11] On the other hand, synthetic processes governing the formation of FE nanoparticles can produce a wide variety of shapes, including cuboidal [12] [13] [14] [15] , ellipsoidal or spherical [13, [15] [16] [17] , and core-shell [17] [18] [19] geometries. These inclusions can be incorporated into the composite in either aggregated, [6, 12] or dispersed, [9, 15] irregular arrangements, providing precise control of its dielectric properties.
However, studies of the influence of feature size on useful FE properties, and specifically the intrinsic limit for FE response, have been largely focused on bulk ceramics, thin films [20, 21] and bi-/multilayers, [22] [23] [24] [25] with relatively few investigations dedicated to nanoparticles and other nanostructures. [14, 26, 27] Tuning the particle size and the material parameters, as well as those of the surrounding environment, directly influences the strength of competing energy interactions within the system, including long-range electrostatics, short-range ferroelec-tric ordering and electrostrictive coupling between polar and elastic degrees of freedom. With some or all of these terms being close in magnitude, the system may become highly sensitive to changes in control parameters, so that small external stimuli can generate large responses.
A detailed understanding how the particle size, shape and morphology, as well as the elastic and electrostatic influence of the surrounding medium affect FE properties is currently lacking. In this study, we focus on spherical particles, such as the ones already synthesized by a number of experimental groups. [13, 16, 17] We then attempt to elucidate connections between the size of the isolated FE nanoparticle immersed in a dielectric medium (including air) and the topological features of an equilibrium arrangement of polar dipoles within it -what we refer to below as its polarization texture or pattern. This model can be considered as equivalent to a highly dispersed particle arrangement within the matrix, where electrostatic interactions among individual particles are negligible. It can also be regarded as a first step towards constructing and evaluating more complex models for composite ferroelectric-matrix systems. In our investigation, we aim to determine specific parameter combinations, such as particle diameter and medium dielectric strength, when equilibrium polarization patters may become unstable. A topological transformation between different polarization texture morphologies can then be triggered in the vicinity of such an unstable state by an applied electric or elastic field, producing the desired property response.
We use two archetypical FE materials, BaTiO 3 (BT) and PbTiO 3 (PT), to represent the properties of the inclusion. At room temperature, PT has weak electrostrictive coupling between ferroelectric polarization and elastic strain, but a large spontaneous polarization (P PT s = 0.75 C/m 2 ), whereas BT has a lower polarization (P BT s = 0.26 C/m 2 ) but is much more sensitive to applied strain. We also employ three material choices with radically different dielectric and elastic properties for the dielectric matrix: SrTiO 3 (ST, high dielectric permittivity), amorphous silica (a-SiO 2 , low dielectric permittivity), and vacuum (described by vacuum permittivity 0 ). Our findings suggest that, for a certain range of particle sizes and materials parameters, vortexlike polarization patterns are energetically favored over mono-or multidomain geometries. These patterns are not true topological vortices and therefore a '-like' suffix is used to describe them. Essentially similar polarization motifs have already been observed experimentally [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and predicted theoretically [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] in some spatially confined FE nanostructures. We demonstrate that particles with vortex-like and multidomain polarization patterns exhibit highly tunable multi-stage switching behavior under electric field cycling. Such effects should be easy to detect in experiments and may also be of use for a variety of device applications. Additionally, we evaluate the stability of observed polarization textures depending on particle diameter, selection of materials parameters and the choice of polar gradient energy coefficients, which also allows us to establish a critical size for a transition into the paraelectric state.
II. METHODS
A general real-space finite-element approach in three dimensions (3D) is employed to track the evolution of coupled polarization density, electrostatic potential and elastic displacement fields P, Φ and u in the system (boldface font marks vector fields). This approach is particularly well-suited for the studies of complex systems at mesoscale, i.e., for characteristic lengths that range from a few to 100s, or even 1000s of nm, which makes a uniform treatment of all the possible system sizes with atomistic techniques impractical. All the numerical simulations presented here have been done with the code package Ferret, [39] which is being developed by the authors and is based on the Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) framework. [40] The finite-element-based model consists of a spherical FE inclusion, Ω FE , embedded in a dielectric-medium cube, Ω M , with the whole system meshed using an unstructured grid of tetrahedrons. The interface between the inclusion and the matrix is assumed to be coherent.
The following expression, adopted from thermodynamic Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory, is utilized to represent the total free energy of the system in the domain Ω FE :
(1) Here, f bulk is the bulk ferroelectric energy density, f wall is the energy density that arises from local gradients in P, f elastic is the linear elastic energy density, f coupled is the energy density due to electrostrictive coupling between the local FE polarization density and the strain, and f elec is the electrostatic energy density. Detailed expressions for all of the free-energy densities are provided in the Supplemental Material.
The evolution of the polarization density field P is described by the time-dependent Landau-GinzburgDevonshire equation (TDLGD)
that drives the system towards an equilibrium state by reducing its free energy until it reaches a local minimum. The total free energy is considered converged when its relative change between consecutive time steps is below 0.1%. The time constant γ is related to polar domainwall mobility. [41] It is set to unity in this investigation, as we are interested not in the temporal evolution of the system, but rather only in its final (local) equilibrium state. As a starting guess for the P field, a random configuration P ≈ 0, also known as a random paraelectric initial condition (RPEIC), is used for all the particle sizes considered in this project. This condition allows one to avoid any initial bias or symmetry that may restrict the path of the system during the time evolution of P. [42, 43] Outside the FE inclusion, P ≡ 0, and the behavior of the matrix is governed by the equations for the linear elasticdielectric medium. The coupled electrostatic potential field Φ is obtained from the Poisson equation
which, along with the condition for mechanical equilibrium, ∇ · σ = 0, has to be satisfied at each step in system time evolution governed by Eq. (2). This requirement implies that characteristic relaxation times for the electrostatic potential and the elastic displacement fields are much shorter than that of the polarization-density field. Here, α is the background dielectric constant of the FE (α = b) that originates from polarization of the core electrons [44] or the dielectric constant of the matrix (α = m), while σ ij = C ijkl ∂u k /∂x l is the stress field.
Material parameters for the dielectric susceptibilities b and m , and elastic coefficients C ijkl utilized in this investigation are provided in the Supplemental Material.
As an important aside, we point out that local surface terminations of nanoparticles may be complex and dependent on a particular synthesis route, which could also affect properties, such as support for metal species and adsorption coordination. [45] Specifically for the perovskite materials considered here, terminations consisting of Pb(Ba)O or TiO layers would produce different amounts of uncompensated surface charge and thus influence the polarization field distribution at the surface of the nanostructure. However, by studying a wide range of dielectric constants of the surrounding matrix, m , the aggregate effects of charge compensation at different nanoparticle surface terminations can be effectively captured. We also note that in cases when surface terminations may vary locally on the particle surface, electrostatic and elastic fields arising from such variations should rapidly average out.
The size of the cubic computational domain containing the inclusion Ω FE and the surrounding dielectric Ω M is taken to be large enough for the elastic-displacement field u and the stresses σ ij arising from elastic mismatch at the interface between the inclusion and the matrix to vanish at the domain boundaries. Dirichlet boundary conditions u = 0 and Φ = 0 are used at the [±100], [0 ± 10], and [00 ± 1] boundaries of the computational domain. We can also introduce an external electrostatic field by applying a Dirichlet boundary condition, Φ = 0, to the [001] surface. Consistency checks were performed to ensure that both the internal Φ and u, in fact, do vanish at the boundaries of the computational domain (in the absence of applied external fields) throughout the range of all the investigated inclusion diameters d. All simulations presented here are done at room temperature. Further details of the computational method are presented in the Supplemental Material.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we discuss the topological features of polarization textures in FE nanoparticles and follow the evolution of these features with changing particle diameter, dielectric permittivity of the surrounding matrix and applied electric field. For all of the considered systems, we can identify two distinct transitions as the diameter of the inclusion increases: from a paraelectric or polar-monodomain to a vortex-like state, and from a vortex-like to a polydomain state (see Fig. 1 (a) for examples). While these transitions are common to the materials systems investigated, their details, as well as the particle sizes at which they occur, depend on the specific materials parameters.
A. Paraelectric and ferroelectric states for small d
The disappearance of the system FE polarization below a certain critical diameter d c is found to be strongly dependent on the selection of materials parameters for the inclusion and the dielectric matrix. In general, i.e., for both of the FE inclusion materials considered here, we obtain values of d c , above which a non-zero polarization distribution P may exist in some form, as spanning from 2 to ∼ 3.6 nm. These critical lengths fall within an approximate range identified by other research groups for a variety of different FE structures, including thin films. [14, 21, [46] [47] [48] They are also substantially smaller than the FE correlation length C [36, 49] -i.e., a typical size for supporting a single FE domain wall -which for these nanoparticles we estimate as being ∼ 5-10 nm.
Simulations conducted for systems with particles having d d c provided the following insights into the specifics of their evolution towards an equilibrium configuration. At the beginning of the simulation, the f wall energy term is large due to inhomogeneities in the P distribution produced by the RPEIC. In a small nanoparticle with d C , P initially evolves towards a monodomain state, which produces a non-zero surface charge density q S = P ·n, wheren is the surface normal vector. In turn, the presence of uncompensated q S leads to a sharp increase in the f elec energy term, unless the dielectric permittivity of the matrix is large enough to screen out the surface charge. In order to reduce f elec , the magnitude of P is uniformly diminished until P ≈ 0 within numerical precision of the simulation, resulting in the paraelectric state of the system. We verified that the robustness of the paraelectric solution for d < d c does not depend on the initial conditions specifics or finite-element mesh spacing if the interfacial region between the inclusion and the matrix is sufficiently resolved. [42, 43] For a PT inclusion, a monodomain FE state is observed for d < 3.4 nm for m 300 (i.e., ST matrix), with a uniform distribution of local polarization. The polarization magnitude is somewhat reduced, compared to P PT s , as shown in sketch (i) of Fig. 1(a) . For lower values of m , a paraelectric state is found for the PT inclusion, while in the BT system such state persists for all the values of m , including one corresponding to the ST matrix. That may be surprising, considering that P BT s P PT s , which must reduce q S and therefore reduce the penalty originating from the f elec energy term for the monodomain state of the BT system. However, due to the shallower bulk energy minimum and stronger electrostrictive couplings in the BT system, the energy increases arising from the f bulk and f coupled terms are relatively minor, and thus the system evolution towards the equilibrium is still dominated by the influence of the f elec term and minimization of q S . Therefore, for all of the investigated particle/matrix material combinations except PT/ST, the first FE state with non-zero local P that is encountered as the particle size is increased is the one that has a vortex-like character.
B. Transition into a vortex-like state
The inception of the vortex-like state in both PT and BT nanoparticles can be detected by following the dependence of their normalized bulk free energy,
on d, as shown in Fig. 1(b) for the ST dielectric matrix. For the PT/ST system, the transition occurs at a critical diameter d v 3.4 nm and is accompanied by a sharp increase of F bulk , compared to its value in the mon-odomain state. On the other hand, in the BT/ST system, F bulk , which is zero by definition in the paraelectric state, sharply decreases upon the formation of the vortex-like state with non-zero polarization at d v ≡ d c 3.5 nm.
While the physics underpinning the energy change in the BT/ST system may be self-evident, understanding the behavior of the PT/ST system requires a detailed examination and comparison of the polarization patterns before and after the transition, i.e., sketches (i) and (ii) depicted in Fig. 1(a) . As can be seen from sketch (ii), even though local values of |P| ∼ P PT s near the surface of the inclusion, they become strongly suppressed close to its center, forming a weakly polar or even completely paraelectric core region of the vortex. In all of the PT systems, this core region is cylindrical in shape and penetrates the spherical inclusion completely from its northern to southern pole, as shown in Supplemental Fig. 1(a) . In the BT systems, such a region is also present, but its shape may be twisted or bent, as illustrated in Supplemental Fig. 1(b) , and its final conformation exhibits dependence on the RPEIC.
The change in the value of |P| along the direction perpendicular to the vortex core axis is presented in Fig. 1(c) for particles of two different sizes for both PT and BT systems coupled with all the considered dielectric matrices. These data show that |P| in the core region may be reduced by a factor of 3-5, compared to its surface value (in PT), or even disappear completely (in PT and always in BT). This tendency is mostly unaffected by the dielectric strength of the surrounding matrix. Such behavior is in sharp contrast with that of ferromagnetic vortices, where, at temperatures well below T C , magnetization density at the core is constrained to a constant magnitude. [50, 51] Fig. 1(c) also describes the effect of the surrounding matrix on the value of |P| at the surface of the inclusion. In the PT system, surface polarization is ∼ 20% larger when it is coupled with a high dielectric permittivity medium, such as ST. In contrast, surface polarization of the BT system is not affected by the strength of the dielectric screening provided by the matrix.
Topological features of polarization textures, summarized in Fig. 1 , are in general agreement with the analytical work of Levanyuk and Blinc. [36] The observed similarities include the dependence of |P| on the surrounding medium, its suppression at the core of the vortex-like phase, as well as transitory nature of monodomain states in low dielectric permittivity medium. However, the investigation of Levanyuk and Blinc did not consider coupling between ferroelectric and elastic degrees of freedom. Although the results presented here include the effects of electrostrictive coupling, we have also performed a series of simulations with the electrostrictive tensor set to zero in order to examine its influence on the behavior of the system. The resulting polarization textures have sharp 90
• domain walls, resembling Landau flux-closure patterns found in some magnetic microstructures. [52, 53] Thus, we conclude that the presence of the electrostrictive coupling is responsible for the softening of the domain walls, which produces more rounded textures, such as the ones that were observed or predicted in other experimental and theoretical studies. [28, 35, 38] Representative images of polarization textures formed with and without the electrostrictive coupling in a PT/ST system are shown in Supplemental Fig. 2 . [54] as a function of d for the PT/ST and BT/ST systems. F wall is zero for d < dv, but increases rapidly in the vortex-like state because of sub-optimal arrangements of the local polarization vectors. It then levels off, i.e., becomes bulk-like, in the multidomain state, with the transition point (marked by vertical lines) depending rather sensitively on the choice of G ijkl parameters for PT.
FIG. 2. Normalized gradient energy F wall

C. Subsequent transition into multidomain state
For particle diameters, d > d v , the most important energy term influence further polarization texture evolution is the normalized gradient energy,
In the case of BT, the well-known parameterization of Hlinka and Marton [44] can be used for the gradient energy tensor G ijkl . However, a number of various parameterizations for G ijkl exist for PT. In this investigation, we considered three different sets -attributed to Li et al. [42, 43] (set I), Wang et al. [55] (set II) and Hong et al. [56] (set III). The values of the G ijkl coefficients used in all of these sets, as well as for BT, are listed in the Supplemental Material. The dependence of F wall on d is shown in Fig. 2 for PT/ST and BT/ST systems. The gradient energy is zero in monodomain and paraelectric states for d < d v . It then grows rapidly upon transition to the vortex-like state, which can be construed as consisting of a large number of domain walls separating small polar regions that have energetically sub-optimal mutual polarization arrangements (as opposed to optimal ones of 90
• and 180
• ). As the inclusion diameter increases beyond d v , F wall gradually recedes until it saturates at a constant non-zero value. Such leveling off indicates the formation of a 'bulk-like' multidomain state comprised of relatively large areas of correlated P divided by domain walls that are similar to their 90
• bulk variants. This transition happens at d ≡ d m 17 nm for the BT/ST system, while in PT/ST its arrival is quite sensitive to the choice of the G ijkl -coefficient set and covers the range of 13 to 21 nm. However, the equilibrium topologies of multidomain states obtained for PT/ST do not seem to be strongly affected by the choice of G ijkl parameterizations. We speculate that by measuring certain experimentally observable quantities linked to this transition -e.g., electric field response that is discussed nextit may be possible to obtain better gradient energy estimates for PT.
Representative images of multidomain polarization textures are shown as cases (iii -iv) in Fig. 1(a) , as well as case (iii) in Fig. 3(c) . We find that domains always tend to orient their polarization tangentially to the surface of the inclusion in order to minimize the electrostatic energy arising from q S . The non-polar or weakly polar vortex core area becomes unstable at d > d m , developing uniform polarization and eventually splitting into multiple domains. The apparent vorticity of the polarization texture sharply decreases after the transition into the multidomain state, but it does not disappear completely, as localized vortices, marked by largely suppressed P, still remain near some domain walls. Due to the curvature of the inclusion surface, the observed domain patterns cannot be directly partitioned into collections of low-energy 90
• or 180
• variants in the near-surface region, which, in combination with remaining vorticity, results in finite saturation values of F wall at large d.
Quantitative evaluations of the amount of vorticity present in a three-dimensional vector field can be conducted by computing of its Chern-Simons topological winding number density [57] n CS . In the case of P, n CS = (∇ × P) · P. It should be close to zero for monodomain and bulk-like multidomain patterns, and must have an extremum in the vortex-like phase that separates them, as shown in Supplemental Fig. 3 . We find this measure to be especially useful in elucidating the topological changes of polarization textures in inclusions subjected to applied electric fields, as discussed below.
D. Intrinsic field dependence of polarization
We have studied the electric-field induced topological changes for all of the polarization textures -monodomain, vortex-like and multidomain -that we observe in both PT and BT-based FE nanoparticles, thus probing their intrinsic response to applied fields. Such simulations are done by first applying an external electric field E z ≡ −E maxẑ to volume Ω M , which induces a saturated monodomain configuration in the particle with the polarization aligned with the field. After the saturated configuration is established, the field is increased in small steps to +E maxẑ and then decreased back to −E maxẑ , thus completing the poling loop. At each step, the averaged projection on the Cartesianẑ-axis,P z , is computed for the converged polarization field P. Note that initial poling curves starting from zero applied field and zero polarization are not simulated with this approach. For PT, we use the G ijkl parameterization set I [42, 43] in all calculations. Further details of the poling method implementation are provided in the Supplemental Material.
In Fig. 3(a) figure. In the monodomain case, the tetragonal crystallographic axis, or the "easy" polarization axis, is aligned with theẑ direction. The associated poling loop is similar to that of a generic bulk FE, with abrupt switching of P between −ẑ and +ẑ orientations at a distinct value of coercive field E c . A comparison of field induced polarization responses from different crystallographic PT orientations is shown in Supplemental Fig. 4 .
For particle diameters d > d v , switching between −ẑ and +ẑ monodomain orientations proceeds in two stages. The initial monodomain configuration persists from E z = −E max to E z +E c , at which point it is replaced with a hybrid texture consisting of a monodomain core polarized along the +ẑ direction combined with a vortex-like closure pattern in the near-surface region. This results in the response curve exhibiting a small plateau at E c < E z < E max with roughly constantP z , originating from the polarized inclusion core, that is considerably smaller than the saturation polarization. As the field is increased further, the vortex-like texture is abruptly expelled from the near-surface region and the polarization aligns along the +ẑ direction everywhere in the particle. Multistage switching processes similar to the one observed here have been reported before in some nanopatterned FE [28, 37] and ferromagnetic [58, 59] systems.
As the particle diameter increases further, the intermediate vortex-like texture occurring in the the near-surface region at E z +E c is replaced with a multidomain texture, such as the one shown as case (iii) in Fig. 3(c) . Similar to the zero-field configurations, domains at the inclusion surface prefer to have tangential orientations of their P to minimize the electrostatic energy arising from q S . As the magnitude of the field is increased, the transition into the monodomain state occurs by a gradual alignment of the surface domain polarizations along the +ẑ direction. This switching mechanism produces multiple shoulders in the response curve, which merge together smoothly for larger particles that contain many surface domains [see, e.g., curve (iii) in Fig. 3(a) ]. In Fig. 3(b) we present the changes in system vorticity under the changing electric field, which is represented by the sphere-averaged value of |n CS | weighted by theP z , for the same PT/ST structures as in Fig. 3(a) . In case (i), monodomain texture at zero field, polarization switching occurs with |n CS | ≡ 0 everywhere throughout the poling loop. For all the other cases at d > d v , switching between monodomain states at −E maxẑ and +E maxẑ happens through the formation of an intermediate vortexlike state, as indicated by the non-zero value of averaged n CS . In case (ii), vortex-like texture at zero field, vorticity changes abruptly, but, as can be seen from comparison of the curves for d = 16 and 35 nm, this transition becomes progressively more diffuse for zero-field multidomain textures at increasing d. However, even for large nanoparticles containing many domains, such as in case (iii), |n CS | remains non-zero during the switching due to the presence of vortex-like twists of P along domain walls. Fig. 3(ab) ], in BT/ST this texture disappears gradually, as local polarization continuously rotates to align itself with the applied field and the core monodomain grows outward. A vector map of such an intermediate hybrid state, exhibiting both monodomain and vortex-like features, is shown in Fig. 4(c) .
All these results suggest that a wide variety of different switching patterns and behaviors can be designed by controlling the size of the particle as well as the materials properties of the particle and the matrix. We note that the dielectric response of an aggregate system consisting of FE particles of varying sizes dispersed in a dielectric medium will depend strongly on the nature of the applied mechanical and electrical boundary conditions. For example, coherency (misfit) strains between the particle and the dielectric matrix, thermal and/or epitaxial stresses introduced into thin-film heterostructures during growth, specifics of the electric field application to the structure -such as usage of top-bottom or interdigitated electrodes, or an atomic-force microscope tipwill all have a significant effect on the overall dielectric response of the composite. shows a BT/ST system with a 15 nm inclusion that is in the process of nucleating a monodomain core (the blue region) as its polarization aligns with the external field. At zero applied field, this particle has a vortex-like P texture. In the near-surface region, P is curling around, which results in nonzero value of nCS.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the behavior of ferroelectric nanoparticles in dielectric media in a parametric space where different interactions, such as the electrostatics resulting from surface and bulk charges, as well as domainwall and electrostrictive energies, are of similar magnitudes and compete. As a consequence, the observed ferroelectric behavior and response is complex and highly tunable by the selection of materials parameters and/or external fields. Our results show that a high-permittivity dielectric medium, that compensates charges on the inclusion surface, can stabilize non-zero polarization in PT particles as small as 2 nm in diameter. In contrast, embedding in a low-permittivity medium results in large uncompensated surface charges that completely suppress polarization in particles smaller than d 3.4-3.6 nm. Above that critical size, the FE state emerges as a vortex-like texture, which minimizes the electrostatic energy arising from the surface charges, while at even larger sizes, a multidomain texture is formed as a compromise between the electrostatic and polarization-gradient energy contributions. The electrostrictive coupling between the elastic and polar degrees of freedom softens sharp 90
• domain walls, producing rounded vortex-like textures with cylindrical cores that can penetrate all the way through the spherical particle.
From an intricate dependence of the shape of the field vs polarization response loop on the particle size -an effect that cannot be directly reproduced in bulk FE materials -we also predict high intrinsic dielectric tunability of such FE nanoinclusions. This behavior is rooted in a multistage switching of the polarization through an intermediate state with non-zero Chern-Simons vorticity that can emerge/disperse gradually or abruptly, depending on a particular choice of material parameters and particle sizes. Field induced polarization response curves, such as the ones presented in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), can be obtained experimentally, e.g., using piezo-force microscopy. Therefore, it may be possible to utilize such measurements to explore the predicted rearrangements of polarization textures within the FE particles, as well as to evaluate the quality of the LGD G ijkl -parameterizations for the gradient energy terms by observing and comparing the shapes of the response curves in samples with different particle sizes. 
